City of Aurora
Tree Board Meeting Minutes

Date: August 19, 2019
Location: Stover Visitor Center – 1000 Ray Moses Drive, 60505

Time: 1:00 pm

Roll Call:

Absent: Alex Voigt, Gio Santana

Meeting called to order at 1:05 p.m.
May 20, 2019 meeting minutes were approved

Public Comments:
- Bill C. - Oakhurst Homeowner Association newsletter suggested that residents should trim branches on parkway trees to raise lower limbs, better clearance

Tree Trimming and Inventory: Board
- Tim F. presented parkway inventory data by subdivision that summarized total time and labor costs necessary to maintenance prune parkway trees

Large Parkway Tree Maintenance: Board
- Bill D. discussed meeting with Street Department, Alex V., Chuck Nelson re: large parkway tree removals and communication
- Agreed to improve/increase lead-time notification for non-emergency trees
- Share take-down list Bill D.a
- Reach out to constituents

Fall 2019 Tree Planting: Board
- Mundy Landscaping checking on species availability

Tree-related Development Projects:
- Discussed trees in vaults along Benton (PNC) as being too large of species

Other business:
- ComEd had communicated that all ash trees under wires will be removed

Adjournment at 1:47 p.m.